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Abstract. The complexity of the conjugacy problem CPM for monoids given by presentations of
the form (-Y ; T) is investigated. Here T denotes a (possibly infinite) Thue system over the alphabet 
,Y. The following results are obtained: 
(1) If T is finite and Church-Rosser, then CPM is in NTIME(n). If in addition T is special, 
then CPM is in P. 
(2) If T is infinite and Church-Rosser, but of the form ~.Ji~ Di x{ri}, where I is finite and 
each Di is in NP, then CPM is in NP. However, if 1 is infinite, then CPM can be undecidable, 
even if T is recursive. 
(3) If T is finite and almost-confluent, then CPM can be decidable with any degree in the 
Grzegorczyk hierarchy, or it can be undecidable with any recursively enumerable degree of 
unsolvability. 
Introduction 
Let M = (.Y ; T) be a monoid, where .Y is some finite alphabet, and T is a Thue 
system over .Y, i.e., T is a subset of 2"* x.Y*. Then M can be considered as the 
quotient of the free monoid over .Y by the smallest congruence including T [12], 
and (.Y ; T) is called a (monoid-) presentation of M. By using presentations, many 
decision problems for monoids can be formulated: for example the word problem, 
the divisibility problem, the power problem [4, 6, 12]. In general, all these problems 
are undecidable even for finitely presented monoids [16, 22], but on the other hand 
all the problems mentioned above are decidable for certain restricted classes of 
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monoids, for example, the word problem is decidable for monoids presented by 
finite or certain infinite Church-Rosser Thue systems [4, 5, 19], and the divisibility 
problem and the power problem are decidable for monoids presented by finite 
monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems [6]. Thus, the Church-Rosser property is a 
very useful tool in proving decidability results. 
In this paper we are concerned with the conjugacy problem for mOnoids [21]. 
Since every finitely presented group can be considered as a monoid presented by a 
finite, special Thue system, and since there are finitely presented groups with 
undecidable conjucy problems [ 18], the conjugacy problem is undecidable ingeneral 
even for monoids presented by finite special Thue systems. However, in contrast to 
the situation for groups, where the word problem can always be reduced to the 
conjugacy problem, the word problem and the conjugacy problem for monoids are 
independent of one another, i.e., either one may be decidable, while the other one 
is undecidable [21 ]. But the conjugacy problem is decidable for all monoids presented 
by finite special Church-Rosser Thue systems. This is proved in [21] by reducing 
the conjugacy problem for a monoid of this form to the conjugacy problem for its 
group of units. But according to results of Cochet and Squier [7, 25] the group of 
units of a monoid of this form is the free product of finitely many cyclic groups, 
and hence it has a decidable conjugacy problem. 
Here we are concerned not only with the decidability, but also with the complexity 
of the conjugacy problem for monoids. In Section 2, the conjugacy problem for 
monoids presented by Church-Rosser Thue systems is investigated. First monoids 
presented by finite Church-Rosser Thue systems are considered. It turns out that 
for a monoid of this form a linear upper bound for the length of the shortest 
conjugating word of two words u. and v can be found effectively from u and v. 
Since the reduction of words can be performed in linear time in a finite Church- 
Rosser Thue system [4], this implies that the conjugacy problem for a monoid 
presented by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system is solvable nondeterministically 
in linear time. Hence it is decidable deterministically in exponential time, since 
NTIME(n) ~ DTIME(2 O(")) [1]. 
Is it possible to improve this result? It is known that the conjugacy problem for 
a free monoid is decidable in linear time [2]. Further, the reduction of the conjugacy 
problem for a monoid presented by a finite special Church-Rosser Thue system to 
the conjugacy problem for the group of units of this monoid as given in [21] is 
actually a polynomial-time Turing-reduction. Since the group of units of a monoid 
of this form is a free product of finitely many cyclic groups [7, 25], and since the 
conjugacy problem for a free product of finitely many cyclic groups is decidable in 
polynomial time (as follows easily from [15, Theorem 4.2]), this implies that the 
conjugacy problem for a monoid presented by a finite special Church-Rosser Thue 
system is decidable in polynomial time. 
This result can be carded over to monoids presented by regular special Church- 
Rosser Thue systems. Here, a Thue system is called regular if its set of left-hand 
sides of rules is a regular set [19]. What can be said about the conjugacy problem 
for monoids presented by infinite Church-Rosser Thue systems that are not special? 
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It turns out that the arguments used for finite Church-Rosser Thue systems apply 
to infinite Church-Rosser Thue systems with finitely many different right-hand sides 
of rules. However, the complexity of the set of left-hand sides of rules has to be 
taken into account. Since the reduction of words in a regular Church-Rosser Thue 
system can be performed in linear time [19], the conjugacy problem for a monoid 
presented by a regular Church-Rosser Thue system is in NTIME(n), tOO. The 
reduction of words in a context-free Church-Rosser Thue system can be performed 
in polynomial time, implying that the conjugacy problem for a monoid presented 
by a Thue system of this form is in NP. Infinite Church-Rosser Thue systems with 
more complex sets of left-hand sides of rules are also considered. They imply 
accordingly higher upper bounds for the complexity of the conjugacy problem for 
monoids presented by these Thue systems. 
However, the conjugacy problem can be undecidable for a monoid presented by 
a Church-Rosser Thue system with infinitely many different right-hand sides of 
rules, even if there are only two rules for each different right-hand side, and if the 
membership problem for the Thue system T considered as a set of pairs is decidable 
in polynomial time. 
So far we have seen that the Church-Rosser property is very powerful when 
investigating the conjugacy problem for monoids. In Section 3 we consider the 
question of whether it is possible to relax this property and still have finitely presented 
monoids with decidable conjugacy problems only. Here monoids presented by finite 
almost-confluent Thue systems are investigated. It turns out that the conjugacy 
problem for a monoid of this form may be arbitrarily complex or even undecidable. 
This is proved by giving an effective construction that on input a finite presentation 
(E;L) of a group G yields a monoid presentation (F;  T), where T is a finite 
almost-confluent Thue system, such that the conjugacy problem for the group G 
and the conjugacy problem for the monoid (F; T) are polynomial-time many-one 
equivalent, provided the conjugacy problem CPc for G is not trivial, i.e., CPG 
2* x,Y*. Notice that CP~ = _Z*x _2" implies that G-  (e), i.e., the group G itself is 
trivial. Now the result follows from the results about the conjugacy problem for 
finitely presented groups [8, 14, 20]. Hence, in order to get finitely presented monoids 
with decidable conjugacy problems only, the Church-Rosser property may not be 
relaxed to almost-confluent. Notice that this does not hold for the word problem, 
since the word problem for an almost-confluent Thue system is decidable in poly- 
nomial space [3]. 
1. Definitions and notations 
An alphabet ~, is a finite set whose members are called letters. The set of words 
over E is denoted Z*, and e denotes the empty word. In general, Ix I denotes the 
length of a word x, which is defined by [e I = 0, Ixal = Ix I + 1 for all x • Z*, a • Z. 
The identity of words is written as - ,  and the concatenation of words u and v is 
simply written as uv. 
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A Thue system T over Z is a (not necessarily finite) subset of Z*  xZ* .  The 
members of T are called (rewriting) rules. Given such a Thue system T over ,~, 
domain (T )={u l3vmZ*: (u  , v)m T}, and range T}. A 
Thue system T is called special if domain (T) c_ Z*  -{e} (= Z+), and range (T) = {e}, 
and it is called monadic if all rules are length-reducing, and range (T) c_ Z w {e}. 
For a Thue system T over Z let ~-->a- be the following relation: Vu, vmZ* : u ~r  v 
iff 3x, y ~ ~ *, ( a, r )  ~ T: ( u - xt~y and v =- xfly ) or ( u =- xfly and v --- xt~y ). Then the 
reflexive and transitive closure ~-->* of ~-->T is a congruence on Z*, the Thue congruence 
generated by T. I f  u ~-->* v, one says that u and v are congruent (modulo T). The 
congruence class [u]r  of u is the set {v ~ ,~*lv ~-->* u}. 
Proposition 1.1 ([12]). Let T be a Thue system over 2. Then the set of congruence 
classes {[u]rl  u ~ ~*} forms a monoid under the operation [U]T ° [V]r = [UV]T with 
identity [e]r. This monoid is denoted ~,*/~->*. 
Let M be a monoid. If M~E*I~-->*T, i,e., if the monoids M and Z* /o*  are 
isomorphic, then (Z ;  T) is called a (monoid) presentation of M, Z is the set of 
generators, and T is the set of defining relations of this presentation. 
Let T be a Thue system over ~. Suppose u, v ~ Z*  and u ~-->T V. We write u --->r V 
if [U] > ]V[. Then the Thue reduction -->* defined by T is the reflexive and transitive 
closure of--->T. Since words cannot have negative length, the relation-->T is noetherian, 
i.e., there exists no infinite chain u~-->T U2--->T U3-'->T " " "- I f  U--->* V, one says that 
u reduces to v, u is an ancestor of v, and v is a descendant of u (modulo T). If u 
has no descendant except itself, then it is irreducible, otherwise it is reducible (modulo 
T). 
A Thue system T is Church-Rosser if every two congruent words have a common 
descendant, i.e., u ~-->* v iff 3w ~ Z*" u--->~ w and v --->* w. 
Proposition 1.2. The Thue system T is Church-Rosser if and only if there do not exist 
two distinct irreducible words that are congruent (modulo T). 
Since every word is congruent to some irreducible word, this says that in a 
Church-Rosser Thue system T every congruence class contains exactly one irreduc- 
ible word. I f  in addit ion T is recursive, then every word can effectively be reduced 
to the irreducible word in its class. In fact, this is essentially the idea behind the 
proof of the following result. 
Proposition 1.3 ([4]). I f  T is a finite Thue system that is Church-Rosser, then there 
is a linear-time algorithm to decide the word problem for T. 
Definition 1.4. Let M = (Z ; T) be a monoid. Then WPM = {(U, V) ~ ,S* X ,S*IU *->* V} 
is the equality relation of the presentation ( ,~;T) of M. We write u =M V for 
(U, V) E WPM. 
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The membership roblem for the relation WPM is called the ~,ord problem for 
M. Proposition 1.3 implies that the word problem is decidable in linear time for a 
monoid M given by a presentation (Z ; T), where T is a finite Church-Rosser Thue 
system. 
Definition 1.5. Let M = (2 ; T) be a monoid. 
(a) Two words u, veZ*  are called left-conjugate (u L V) ifthere is a weZ*  
such that uw =Mwv. They are called conjugate (u ~Mv) if there are w~, w2e,$* 
such that uw~ = ~ w~ v and w2u = M vw2. 
(b) The set CPLM={(u, v )eZ*×Z* lu  L V} is the left-conjugacy relation of 
(,~ ; T), and CP~ = {(u, v) e ,~* x,~* I u ~ M v} is the conjugacy relation of (,~ ; T). 
The membership problem for the relation CPLM is called the lefteonjugacyproblem 
for M, while the membership roblem for the relation CPM is called the conjugacy 
problem for M. 
In general, CPL~ is not an equivalence relation, since it is not necessarily 
symmetric [21 ]. CPM is the largest equivalence r lation contained inCPL~. However, 
for some classes of monoids like groups and monoids presented by special Church- 
Rosser Thue systems CPL~ and CP~ coincide [21]. 
Proposition 1.6 ([21]). Let M = (,Y ; T), where T is a finite special 1"hue system. I f  T 
is Church-Rosser, then the conjugacy problem for M is decidable. 
Since we want to investigate the complexity of the conjugacy problem for monoids 
presented by Church-Rosser Thue systems, we restate the definitions of some 
complexity classes we will need later on. Our basic model for computations i  that 
of a multi-tape Turing machine [11]. 
Let f :  N--> N be a function. Then DXIME(f(n))= {Llthere exists a deterministic 
Turing machine that accepts the language L in O(f(n)) time}, N'rIME(f(n))= 
{Llthere exists a nondeterministic Turing machine that accepts the language L in 
O(f(n))  time}, and DSr'ACE(f(n))= {L[there exists a deterministic Turing machine 
that accepts the language L in O(f(n)) space}. 
Some classes of special interest are P = I..] k ~ ~ D'rIME( n k), NP = [..J ks-- ~ Na'IME( n k ), 
and PSPACE = Uk~!  DSPACE(nk) • 
To characterize languages of higher complexity we consider the Grzegorczyk 
hierarchy {E. In e N} [10]. 
2. The conjugacy problem for monoids presented by Church-Rosscr Thue systems 
For arbitrary finitely presented monoids the word problem and the conjugacy 
problem are independent of one another [21 ]. On the other hand, the word problem 
for every monoid presented by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system is decidable in 
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l inear time [4]. This raises the question of  whether, for monoids presented by finite 
Church-Rosser Thue systems, the conjugacy problem is independent of the word 
problem, or, on the other hand, whether a solution to the word problem can be 
used to solve the conjugacy problem. We will show in this section that indeed the 
latter is the case. 
Definition 2.1. Let M = (2  ; T), where T is a Thue system over 2, and let u, v ~ 2". 
The word w ~ 2"  is called a conjugator of u and v if uw =M WV holds. 
Now let M = (2  ; T), where T is a finite Church-Rosser  Thue system over 2. If 
there is an algorithm that on input u and v computes an upper bound for the length 
of the smallest conjugator of u and v, then obviously the conjugacy problem for M 
is decidable. The following three lemmata will help us to get such an upper bound. 
Lemma 2.2. Let M = (2 ;T ) ,  where T is a Church-Rosser  Thue system, and let 
u, v c 2* .  Further, let w ~ 2*  be a conjugator o f  minimal  length o f  u and v, and let 
z ~ 2*  be the irreducible descendant o fuw.  Then uw reduces to z in at most [ul steps, 
and wv reduces to z in at most Iv[ steps. 
Proof. The word w is a conjugator of u and v. Hence uw =M we, and so uw and 
wv have a common irreducible descendant z~ 2* .  This gives zv ~--* uwv-->* uz, 
i.e., z is also a conjugator of u and v. But since w is a conjugator of minimal length 
of u and v this implies that [zl >~[w[. Each step in a reduction reduces the length 
of the word being reduced by at least one. Hence, uw reduces to z in at most [u] 
steps, and wv reduces to z in at most l vl steps. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a f inite Thue system over ~,, and let u, w ~ 2*be  irreducible. I f  
uw reduces to z in at most  i steps for some i >>- O, then there exist u~, u2, w~, w2, y ~ 2*  
such that u = u~u2, w =- w~w2, z -u~yw2,  and u2w~ reduces to y in at most i steps. 
Furthermore, lu21, Iw~l <<- i" (A-l), where A =max{]x l [x  ~ domain(  T)}, i.e., A is the 
maximal  length o f  a left-hand side o f  a rule o f  T. 
Proof. Since u and w are irreducible, each step in the reduction uw---~* z may 
involve at most A - 1 symbols of u and at most A - 1 symbols of w. Hence after i 
steps at most the last i- (A - 1) symbols of u and at most the first i. (A - 1) symbols 
of w could have been affected by this reduction. Hence u =- u~u2 and w =-- w~w2 with 
[u2[, ]w~[ <-<- i (A - 1) such that u2w~ reduces to some word y in at most i steps, where 
Z ~ u lyw 2. [] 
Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3 deal with reductions in (finite Church-Rosser) Thue systems, 
while the following lemma gives an upper  bound for the minimal length of solutions 
for certain systems of equations over free monoids. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let x, y, r, s 
solution (p, q) ~ ~,* × ~,*, 
Ipol, Iqol ~< max{lrl, Isl, Ixl, 
Proof. Suppose (p, q) is 
Z *. I f  the word equations rp =- qs and xp-  qy have a common 
then they have a common solution (Po, qo)~ ,Y,* ×-Y* with 
tyl}. 
a solution. By symmetry we may assume that [r[~ > [x[, 
implying Is[ I> lYl. If Iq[~ < [r[, then r= qr~ and s - r ip  for some r I E.~*. Thus (p, q) 
is already a sufficiently small solution. So assume that Iq[ > [r[. Then q = rql and 
p = qls for some q~ ~ Z +. Substituting these expressions for p and q in the second 
equation gives xq~ s =- rqly. I f  I rl = Jxl, then x -= r and s - y, implying that Po :-= s and 
qo :-= r give a sufficiently small solution. I f  [r[ > Ix[, then Is] > [yJ and hence there are 
rR, sl s-Y+ such that r - -xr~ and s = sly. Thus, q ls l -  r~ql. Since r l~e,  this implies 
that rl =--fg, sl =- gf,, and ql -= ( fg )k f  for some f, g e •* and k>~ 0 [13]. Define Po:=--fY 
and qo:==xf. Then Ipol=lfyl<~lgfyl=lsl, and Iqo l=lx~<. lxfg l=lr l .  Further, rpo =- 
xrlpo = xfgfy  - qosly = qos, and xpo =- xfy - qoY, i.e., (Po, q0) is a sufficiently small 
solution. [] 
Now these three lemmata are applied to achieve the announced upper bound for 
the minimal lengths of conjugators in monoids presented by Church-Rosser  Thue 
systems. 
Lemma 2.5. Let M = (,Y; T),  where T is a finite Church-Rosser  Thue system, and let 
u, v ~ ~,*. l f  u L V, then there exists a conjugator w of  u and v o f  length at most 
2-X .  max{lul, Iv[}, where A = max{Ix[Ix e domain(T)}. 
Proof. Let t~ and t~ be the irreducible descendants of u and v, respectively. Then 
u =M ,~, v =M v, I~l<-Iul, and I~l<-Ivl. 
Let w be a conjugator of  minimal length of u and v. Then w is also a conjugator 
of minimal length of fi and t3. Let z be the irreducible descendant of fiw. Then, 
according to Lemma 2.2, fiw reduces to z in at most [fi[ steps, while wt3 reduces to 
z in at most It3[ steps. But fi, t3, w, and z are all irreducible. Hence, Lemma 2.3 
implies that there are words wl, WE, W3, W4, X, y ~-Y* satisfying: 
(i) w= wlw2 =- w3w4, 
(ii) z - yw2 -= WaX, 
(iii) tgwl -->* y, and w4t3 --->* x, and 
(iv) Iw, l~<la l (~- l ) ,  and Iw41~<l~l(~-l). 
Obviously, this gives that lyl <~ Ifil" A, and Ixl <~ I~1" A. 
In particular, (w2, w3) is a common solution of the equations w~p =-- qw4 and 
yp = qx over ~Y*. On the other hand, if (r, s) is a common solution of these equations, 
then w' :-= w~r (==-sw4) is a conjugator of u and v. But w =- WlW2 (=-w3w4) is a 
conjugator of minimal length of u and v implying that Iw21 <~ Irl and Iw31 ~< Isl. Thus, 
(w2, w3) is a common solution of minimal length of  the above equations. Hence, 
according to Lemma 2.4 we have Iw=l, Iw~l ~ ~" max{lfih I~1}, and so 
twl=lw,l+lw21~2" A-max{fill, 1~3l}~ 2 • A-max{luh Ivl}. [] 
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Lemma 2.5 immediately gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let M = (~ ; T), where T is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system. Then 
the left-conjugacy relation for M, CPLM, is in NTIME(n). 
Proof. Consider the following procedure: 
(P): begin 
input u, v ~ Z*; 
(1) guess a word w ~ ~* of length at most 2- A- max{lu], Iv I}; 
(2) reduce uw to its irreducible descendant x; 
(3) reduce wv to its irreducible descendant y; 
(4) if x -- y then accept 
end. 
Procedure (P) accepts (u, v) ~ Z* x Z* if and only if u -L  V according to Lemma 
2.5. Hence, (P) accepts exactly CPL~. 
Statement (1) can be performed in linear time, since the constant A = 
max{Iz[[z ~ domain(T)} depends on the Thue system T only, but not on the input 
(u, v). Statements (2) and (3) can be performed eterministically in linear time 
according to [4]. The test "x-= y" can also be performed eterministically in linear 
time. Thus, (P) accepts CPL~ nondeterministically in linear time, i.e., CPL~ 
NTIME(n). [] 
As a consequence ofTheorem 2.6 we get that the conjugacy relation for a monoid 
given by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system is in NTIME(n), tOO. 
Corollary 2.7. Let M = (Z ; T), where T is a finite Church-Rosser Thue system. Then 
the conjugacy relation for M, CP~, is in NTIME(n). 
Proof. For all u,v~,T,*, we have u-Mv iff =lWl, W2~Z*:UW~=MW~V and 
w2u =~ vw2 iff u - -~ v and v ~ u. Now, Theorem 2.6 gives the intended result. [] 
Hence the conjugacy problem and the left-conjugacy problem for a monoid M 
given by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system are decidable in exponential time, 
since NTIME(n) ~ DTIME(2 °(")) (see, for example, [1]). 
Can this result be improved? For example, is it the case that the conjugacy problem 
for each monoid, that is presented by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system, is tractable 
(in P)? By using the pattern matching algorithm of Morris and Pratt (see, e.g., [1]), 
Avenhaus and Madlener have shown that the conjugacy problem for a free monoid 
is decidable in linear time [2]. In [21], the conjugacy problem for a monoid M 
presented by a finite special Church-Rosser Thue system is shown to be decidable 
by reducing it to the conjugacy problem for the group of units G(M)  of M. In fact, 
this reduction is a polynomial-time Turing-reduction. According to a result of Squier 
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[25], the group of units G(M)  of a monoid M presented by a finite special 
Church-Rosser Thue system has itself a monoid-presentation by some finite special 
Church-Rosser Thue system. Hence, it is a free product of finitely many (finite or 
infinite) cyclic groups [7], and so its conjugacy problem is decidable in polynomial 
time. Thus, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. Let M = (2 ; T), where T is a finite special Thue system. I f  T is Church- 
Rosser, then the conjugacy problem for M is decidable in polynomial time. 
A special Thue system T is called regular if it is of the form T = {(w, e) lw e R} 
for some regular set R. The reduced form of a regular special Church-Rosser Thue 
system is itself a regular special Church-Rosser Thue system [17]. But in a reduced 
regular special Church-Rosser Thue system only finitely many overlaps of left-hand 
sides of rules occur at all, implying that the group of units G(M)  of the monoid 
M presented by T is finitely presented. Hence, the reasoning given above also 
applies in this situation inducing the following result. 
Corollary 2.9. Let M = (~v ; T), where T is a special Thue system that is regular. I f  T 
is also Church- Rosser, then the conjugacy problem for M is decidable in polynomial time. 
What can be said about the conjugacy problem for monoids presented by infinite 
Church-Rosser Thue systems that are not special? This is the question we will be 
dealing with in the following. We will see that Corollary 2.7 can be generalized to 
many classes of infinite Church-Rosser Thue systems. However, in order to get a 
technical result paralleling Lemma 2.3 we must be able to restrict he number of 
applications of rules when reducing the length of a word by k symbols. Therefore, 
we restrict our attention to infinite Thue systems with finitely many different right- 
hand sides of rules only. 
Definition 2.10. Let R c_ Z* be a finite set, and, for each x ~ R, let D(x) be a language 
over ~ such that y eD(x)  implies lyl>lx[. Then the structure T= 
{(y, x)Ix e R, y e D(x)} is an infinite Thue system with length-reducing rules and 
finitely many different right-hand sides of rules. 
In the following the term "infinite Thue system" always means a Thue system of 
this form. Examples of infinite Thue systems are the infinite regular Thue systems 
of [19] and the context-free monadic Thue systems of [5]. 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.11. Let Tbe an infinite Thue system over ,~, and let u, w e ,~* be irreducible. 
I f  uw reduces to z with Iz[ >~ [uw[ - k for  some k >~ 1, then there exist ul, u2, wl, w2, 
y e ,~* such that u = ulu2, w =- WlW2, z ---- ulyw2, U2Wl --** y, and lu2l, IWll <- k p, where 
p = max{ Iv l l  v ~ range( T)}, i.e., p is the maximal ength of a right-hand side of  a rule 
ofT. 
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Proof.  Let 
UW ~ D 0 ) D I ) D 2 ) " " " > D n ~ Z 
(ll,rl) (12,r2) (13,r3) (In, rn) 
be a reduction of z from uw in T, where (I~, r~)~ T is the rule applied at step i of 
this reduction. Since all rules of T are length-reducing, and since [z[ t> [vw[-  k, we 
l,I 
have Y~=! ([li[-Iri[) ~< k and n<~ k. The words u and w are both irreducible. Hence, 
the application of rule (1~, r~) involves at most ]1~]- 1 symbols of u and at most [I~[- 1 
symbols of w. Hence u - u~ u2, w =- w~ w2, z -  u~yw2 with 
U2W I ) • . .  > y ,  
( l l .  r l )  ( t . , r . )  
n 
and lull, Iw,l-~ Z,=, ( I / , I -1) .  But 
rl n 
Z (11,1-1): Z ((ll, l - [r , I )+(Ir ,  l -1 ) )  
i= l  i=1  
r l  
~k+ ~ ([ri[-1) 
i= l  
<~k+n.  (p-1)~< k • p, 
s incen<~k. [] 
If T is a special Thue system, i.e., max{[v[t v e range(T)} = 0, then Lemma 2.11 
remains valid with p = 1. 
Together with Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.11 implies the following. 
Lemma 2.12. Let M = (Z ; T), where T is an infinite Church-Rosser  Thue system, and 
let u, v ~ Z* .  I f  u "--~ v, then there is a conjugator w o f  u and v o f  length at most 
2. (p + 1). max{lul, lvl}, where p = max{Ixl Ix ~ range(T)}.  
Proof.  Let ~ and~ be the irreducible descendants of u and v, respectively, and let 
w be a conjugator of minimal length of u and v. Then ~w and w~ both reduce to 
the same irreducible word z ~ Z*. Thus, az <-..>* zv, and so z is also a conjugator of 
u and v implying Iz]/> [w], i.e., I zl t> I~wl - I,~1 and I zl I> I w~l -I~1. Hence, by applying 
Lemma 2.11 we get w-  wiw2=- w3w4 and z=-yw2 - w3x with ~wl--~* y, w4~-->* x, 
and Iw, l~<l~l • p, lw, l~<l~l • p. This implies lyl<~l~l • (p+ 1) and Ixl<~i~l • (p+ 1). 
Now (w2, %) is a common solution of the equations w~p =- qw+ and yp = qx over 
Z*. If (r, s) is also a common solution of these equations, then w' : -  w~r (-sw4) 
is a conjugator of u and v. But w-  wl w2 (=--w3w4) is a conjugator of minimal ength 
of u and v implying that I%1 ~< Ir[ and 1%1 <~ Isl. Thus, (w~, w3) is a common solution 
of minimal length of the above equations. Hence, according to Lemma 2.4, 1%1, 
Iw31 <~ (p + 1)- max{l+l, I~1}, and so 
Iwl = Iw,I + Iw21 ~ 2- (p + 1)- max{l~l, I~l} ~ 2- (p + 1)- max{lul, Ivl}. [] 
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Since the reduction in an infinite regular Church-Rosser Thue system can be 
performed in linear time [19], Lemma 2.12 allows us to carry over the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 to infinite regular Thue rystems. Thus, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.13. Let M = (Z;T) ,  where T is an infinite regular Thue system that is 
Church-Rosser. Then the left-conjugacy relation for M, CPLM, and the conjugacy 
relation for M, CP~, are in NTIME(n). 
If the reduction in an infinite Thue system T cannot be performed in linear time, 
then procedure (P) for the left-conjugacy problem (proof of Theorem 2.6) is no 
longer in N'rIME(n). However, if each of the finitely many languages D(x) of T is 
decidable in polynomial time, then the reduction can be performed in polynomial 
time. This gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.14. Let M = (2 ; T), where T is an infinite Church-Rosser Thue system 
such that all of the finitely many languages D(x)  of T are in P. Then the relations 
CPL~ and CPM are in NP. 
Since every context-free language can be decided deterministically in polynomial 
time [11], this implies the following result. 
Corollary 2.15. Let M = (Z ; T), where T is a context-free Thue system that is Church- 
Rosser. Then the relations CPL~ and CP~ are in NP. 
Since our procedure for the left-conjugacy problem is non-deterministic even 
when the reduction in the Thue system can be performed eterministically, we can 
generalize Theorem 2.14 as follows. If all of the finitely many languages D(x) of 
the Thue system T are in NP, then we can simply guess the reductions in steps (2) 
and (3) of our procedure (P) and check them nondeterministically. This gives the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.16. Let M = (Z ; T), where T is an infinite Church-Rosser Thue system 
such that all of the finitely many languages D(x)  of T are in NP. Then the relations 
CPLM and CP~ are in NP. 
When we consider an infinite Thue system T where all of the finitely many 
languages D(x) of T are EN-decidable for some n I>3, then the reduction with 
respect o T can be performed by an EN-function and hence CPLM and CPu are 
E,,-decidable for M --- (,Y ; T). 
However, for a monoid presented by a Church-Rosser Thue system with infinitely 
many different right-hand sides of rules, the conjugacy problem can be undecidable 
even when there exists a constant c such that, for each right-hand side x, D(x) 
contains c elements, and when it is decidable in polynomial time, whether a pair 
(u, v) is a rule of T. 
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Example 2.17. Let A_c N be recursively enumerable, but non-recursive. Then there 
is a function f~ Eo with f(N) = A [10]. 
Now define M = (,Y ; T) with ,Y = {a, ~, b, c, ~, d} and 
T = {(abf~°acd'~, cd'~)[i >- 0} u {(cd'~abft~)a, cd'~)[i >I 0}. 
Then T is infinite, but for each right-hand side x of a rule of T we have two left-hand 
sides only. Obviously, T is decidable in polynomial time. The only overlaps of 
left-hand sides of rules of T are the following: 
(i) cd'~abY"~acdJ~, 
I I 
where f (  i) = f ( j ) ,  
(ii) abr~°acd~?.ab m)& 
I I 
I I 
But we have 
(i) cd ~ab y~ °acd~ 
I I 
, , \  
cd ~gcdJe - cd ~O.cdJ~, 
(ii) abm~acd~?.abY~Oa ~ abr~Oacd~?, 
, 
I I 
cdi~abf~)a ~ cdi~. 
Hence T is Church-Rosser. 
Now for j~>0 we have abSa--Me iff 3w~, w2E~,*'abJaWl =MWI, and w2atfia 
=M w2 iff 3Wl, w2 ~ -Y* irreducible: al;aWl ~*  w~, and w2al/a ---,* w2 iffj e A. Thus, 
the conjugacy problem for M is undecidable. 
3. The conjugacy problem for monoids presented by finite almost-confluent Thue 
systems 
Since every finitely presented group can be viewed as a monoid presented by a 
finite special Thue system, and since there are finitely presented groups with undecid- 
able conjugacy problems [18], we know that there exist monoids presented by 
problems. On the other hand, we have seen that the conjugacy problem for a monoid 
presented by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system is not only decidable, but it is of 
complexity at most DTIME(20<")). Hence, the property of the presenting Thue system 
to be Church-Rosser is essential. But is it possible to relax this property and still 
have monoids with decidable conjugacy problems only? In the following, we consider 
monoids presented by finite almost-confluent Thue systems. 
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Definition 3.1. A Thue system T over ,Y is almost-confluent if for all u, v~,Y*, 
u ~-->* v implies that there are x, y ~ Z* such that u --->* x, v -->* y, and x H*  y. Here, 
H* denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation b-q T defined as follows: 
u t--ta- v aft u *->T V and lul---Ivl. 
Proposition 3.2. Every Thue system with only length-preserving rules is almost confluent. 
While the word problem for a finite Church-Rosser Thue system is decidable in 
linear time [4], we have, for finite almost-confluent Thue systems, the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.3 ([3]). (a) The word problem for a finite almost-confluent Thue system 
is solvable nondeterministically in linear space. Hence it is in PSPACE [24]. 
(b) There is a finite almost-confluent Thue system whose word problem is PSPACE- 
complete (under polynomial-time many-one reducibility [9]). 
Thus, the step from finite Church-Rosser Thue systems to finite almost-confluent 
Thue systems increases the complexity of the word problem considerably. However, 
for the conjugacy problem the situation is even worse. We will show that for each 
finitely presented group G there is a monoid M presented by a finite almost-confluent 
Thue system such that the conjugacy problem for G and the conjugacy problem 
for M are polynomial-time many-one quivalent, i.e., both problems are in the same 
polynomial-time many-one degree. But, for every n I> 3 there is a finitely presented 
group the conjugacy problem for which is E,-decidable, but not E~_l-decidable 
[14, 20], and for every recursively enumerable degree of unsolvability D [23] there 
even is a finitely presented group with conjugacy problem of degree D [8]. This 
gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. (a) For every n >t 3 there is a monoid M presented by a finite almost- 
confluent Thue system such that the conjugacy problem for M is E,-decidable, but not 
E,_~-decidable, i.e., it is exactly of degree n in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy. 
(b) For every recursively enumerable degree of unsolvability D there is a monoid 
M presented by a finite almost-confluent Thue system such that the conjugacy problem 
for M is exactly of degree D. 
Let ,Y = {a l ,  • • • ,  at}, -Y = {ab • • •, ti,} with -Y c~ Z = 0, _Z = ,Y u ~, and L_  _Z*. Then 
the monoid presented by ( _Z ; TL), where TL = {(w, e) l w ~ L u {aa[a ~ .~} w {aala 
,Y}}, is actually a group, and the pair (,Y;L) is a group-presentation f this group 
[15]. For a group G=(,Y;L), let CP~ ={(u, v)e _Z* x_Z* lu-6v}.  Here u -6v  if 
and only if u ~M V, where M = (_Z; TL). 
Now CP~ =_Z* x_Z* if and only if G-~(e), i.e., if G contains a single element 
only. Obviously, in this situation the conjugacy problem for G is trivially decidable. 
Thus, in order to derive Theorem 3.4 from the results of [8, 14, 20] it remains to 
prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let  G = (,T, ; L) be a finitely presented group that is nontrivial, i.e., G ~ ( e). 
Then one can effectively construct a monoid M = (F;  T) such that T is a finite 
almost-confluent Thue system and CP~ and CP~ are polynomial-t ime many-one 
equivalent. 
Proof. Let t, 7~_~ be new letters, .~o=.~ u {t}, $o=$U{7},  and _2o=-~oU$o. By 
applying a Tietze-transformation [15] it can easily be seen that (Zo; L u { t}) is another 
finite presentation of the group G. Hence, the group G is identical with the monoid 
presented by the Thue system To = {(w, e) lw ~ Lu  {t} u {sg, gsls ~ ~o}} over _Zo. 
Define F := _ZoU {d}, where d is another new letter, and let 
T= {(sd, ds)ls~o}U{(U, dl"l)lu~ L} ~g {(t, d)} ~g{(sg, dZ), (gs, d2) [ s ~ ~:o}. 
Here d i is an abbreviation for the word d . . .  d(itimes). We now consider the monoid 
M=(F ;  T).  
Since (Z ; L) is a finite group presentation, 2 and L are both finite, implying that 
T is a finite Thue system. In particular, the presentation (F ;  T) of M is effectively 
constructible from (Z;L).  Further, all the rules of T are length-preserving, and so 
T is almost-confluent by Proposition 3.2. Finally, we claim that CPo - p CPM, i.e., 
CPo and CPM are polynomial-time many-one quivalent. For proving this we need 
the following three claims. 
Claim 3.5.1. For all u, v ~ F*, i f  u " M v, then II~o(U ) ~o H_xo(V), where II_~ o denotes 
the projection f rom F* onto _~*o. 
Proof. From the form of the rules of T we conclude that i fx  <--~* y for some x, y ~ F*, 
then II_~ o (x)~->~o Fl_zo(y). So, if u, v~ F* with u ~M v, then there exists a word 
w ~ F* such that uw ,-->* wv implying that II~o(UW) *>*o II_~o(WV). But 
Hence, 
Fl_xo(UW)- ll_xo(u)ll_xo(w) and ll_xo(WV) =- ll_xo(w)llx_o(V). 
H -xo (u ) H -~o ( w ) <->*o H -xo (w ) H _xo (v ) implying that 
Since G is a group, the relations CPLo and CP~ 
I lxo(U) " o I lxo(V).  []  
//Xo(U) ~½//xo(V). 
coincide [21], i.e., 
Claim 3.5.2. For all u, v ~ ~* ,  i f  u ~ ~ v, then ut Ivl - u vt lul. 
/ 
Proof. Let u, v ~ _~* with u -~  v. Since t <->To e, we have ut Ivl ~*o u ~ v ~->*o vtl'l. 
Hence, there exists a word we_Z* such that utlvlw ~'>~'o wvtlul" Thus, there is a 
transformation 
utlvlw ~-- no <-'>To U l  <'>To " " " <-'>To Ur  ~-  wvtlul 
from utl~lw to wvt lul of length r for some r~>0. Let n :=max{luil l0~ < i<~ r}. Since 
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lutNI = lul + Ivl = [vtt~ll, the form of the rules of T implies that utlOlwd ~' *-~* wd~vt lut, 
where a = n - ( lu l+ lv l ) .  Hence, ut I~1 ---~ vt I'1. Analogously, w- lu t  I~1 ~*oVtl"lw - l ,  
implying that there exists some /3>/0 such that w- ld~ut  Ivl <--->* vt l" lw- ld ~. Here, 
-~ "_Zo*--> _2" is the function that maps each word onto its formal inverse, i.e., e- ~ = e, 
( ws )-~ = gw -~ for all S~o,  and ( wg)-~ =- sw -~ for all g~-Yo. Thus, ut I~1 ~ ~ vt I~t. [] 
Claim 3.5.3. For all u, v ~ F*, /f lu[ = Ivl and H.~o(U) ~oFl_~o(V), then u ~ v. 
Proof. Let u, v ~ F* with [u[ = Ivl and lI_~o(U) -oH_~o(V).  Then there exists a word 
w ~ _Zo* such that II_~o(U)W *->*o wlI_~o(V)" Analogously to the proof of Claim 3.5.2 
this implies that there is some a I> 0 such that 
1-l_~o(u)wd'~<-->*wd~II_~o(V), where ~=~+lH_~o(u) l - lnxo(v ) l  
Take A = lu l - IH~o(u) l .  Then 
uwd '~ ,-.>* II_~o(U)wd '~+a ,..>* wd~II_~o(v)d a ,-->* wH_~o(v)d ~+~', 
since T contains the rules {(sd, ds) l s  ~ _Zo}. Now 
[3 + x = a + ln_~o( U )l - I~_~o( V)l + lul - I~_~o( u) l  -- a +tvl-In~o(v)l, 
as lul = Ivl. Thus, wII~_o(v)d ~+~ <-->* wd'~v implying u ~ v. Analogously, 
w-~II~_o(u) *->*o II_~o(V) w-~, which in turn induces v ~ u. Hence, u "-M v. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (continued). Now these three claims are used to prove 
CPo --Pm CP~. 
Let u, v e _~0". If u -o  v, then ut jvl ~'M v tl'l by Claim 3.5.2. On the other hand, if 
utlvl ~ m V tl ' l ,  then ut  Ivl ~ o vtl"l by Claim 3.5.1, since n_~o( Ut j°l) - ut lol and ]-I ~o( vtlul ) =-- 
vt I''l. But t ~->To e implying that u ~->*o utlol ~ vtl'r ~-'>*o V, i.e., u ~o v. Thus, u -o  v 
if and only if ut Ivl "M V tlul. Hence, the mapping (u, v) --> (ut Ivl, vt I''t) is a polynomial- 
time many-one reduction of CPc to CPM. 
Let u, v ~ F*. If u ~ ~ v, then lI_~o(U) ~o H_~o(V) by Claim 3.5.1. Further, lul = [vl 
since T contains length-preserving rules only. On the other hand, if [u[ = Iv I and 
II~o(U ) --.~ lI_~o(V) , then u ~ v by Claim 3.5.3. According to the preassumptions, 
G is nontrivial, implying that there are words uo, Vo~ _~o* such that Uo and Vo are 
not conjugate modulo To. Hence, the mapping 
(//xo(U),//xo(V)) iflul=lvl, 
(u ,  v ) -~ - - 
[(Uo, Vo) iflul ~ Ivl, 
is a polynomial-time many-one reduction of CP~ to CPc,. Thus, CPo and CP~ are 
polynomial-time many-one quivalent. [] 
In [14] it is shown that every polynomial degree can be realized by the conjugacy 
problem for a finitely presented group. Thus, Theorem 3.5 implies that every 
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polynomial degree can be realized by the conjugacy problem for a monoid presented 
by a finite almost-confluent Thue system. 
Hence we have the following situation for the conjugacy problem for monoids 
presented by finite Thue systems: 
(i) When a monoid M is presented by a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T, 
then CPM is in NTIME(n), while its word problem is in DTIME(n). If, in addition, 
T is special, then CPM is in P. 
(ii) When a monoid M is presented by a finite almost-confluent Thue system, 
then CPM can be arbitrarily complex or even undecidable, while the word problem 
for M is in PSPACE. 
(iii) When a monoid M is presented by a finite Thue system that is not even 
almost-confluent, then the word problem and the conjugacy problem for M can be 
both arbitrarily complex or even undecidable. 
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